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Dear ______,This book was written for YOU and all the curious young adults who are looking

for an instruction manual on how to deal with the craziness of the teen years. It's a set of

guidelines for understanding how to cope with feelings and experiences that aren't always easy

to share. It will help you master the ability to defeat adversity with or without the help of others;

it will encourage you to speak out against the wrongs in your world and help protect yourself

from them.Self-care doesn't require coverings. So hold the Band-Aids and let's get started.

“Unstuck! What a great title and what a great book! As a pastor and leader I’ve seen countless

people who, for one reason or another, have become ‘stuck.’ Chris DuPré’s book, Unstuck, not

only goes to the heart of why so people can’t move forward, it gives voice to the struggle as

well as hope for the heart. Chris has been a dear friend for over twenty-five years. I’ve seen

him wrestle with things that others might use as an excuse to remain stuck, and yet he found in

God what was needed to triumph and to move on to what God had next for him and for his

family. Chris’ pastoral heart and insight come through so clearly in his latest book. I recommend

Unstuck to anyone needing wisdom, vision, and hope on this journey called life.” —Mike

BickleDirector, International House of PrayerKansas City, MO"It is remarkable that as a

generation with unprecedented opportunities, so many of us have believed the lie that we

simply “can’t.” However, the Word of God never returns void. (See Isaiah 55:11.) Unstuck is a

wonderful reminder of the promises of Jeremiah 29:11—that the Lord has plans and purposes

for our future, which will be fulfilled if we persevere. Our Father says that we can! We just need

to hold on to hope, by faith and patience, and press through the hurdles that try to hinder us.

Knowing our identity as overcomers in Christ, we inherit the promises. Through his personal

stories and anecdotes, Chris DuPré exhorts us that it is possible to break through the facades

of fear, rejection, delay, intimidation by the unknown, and more. Unstuck is a gift to believers in

all seasons of life, inspiring them to believe again that though we may face challenges and feel

knocked down, as the righteous we get back up, seven times over! (See Proverbs 24:16.)" —

Dr. Ché AhnPresident, Harvest International MinistryFounding Pastor, HROCK Church,

Pasadena, CAInternational Chancellor, Wagner University "Chris DuPré has written a deeply

powerful work inspired by the Holy Spirit that sets people free. It is one of those books that we

need to read over and over and let the words sink in deeply to our hearts to bring change and

healing in our lives. I love it!" —Dr. Cindy JacobsGenerals International“Perhaps you have

wondered why you are not more highly motivated or why you don’t go for greater fulfillment in

life. Can this be changed? Yes! Unstuck by Chris DuPré will help you! Chris explains how

beliefs held in the heart such as fear, rejection, and pride, act like quicksand, keeping us from

rising to our potential. Discouragement sets in, and we back off. But if you honestly face your

issues, you can get unstuck and go for your dreams. Well done, Chris; the nation and the world

need this message desperately.” —John ArnottCatch the Fire/Partners in HarvestToronto,

Canada“When Jesus was asked questions concerning the issues of life, He would often tell

stories. Some of those stories are called parables—real or fictional illustrations with

applications for understanding life and how things really work. Similarly, Chris DuPré, a

collector of wisdom and a master storyteller, has packed the pages of Unstuck with real-life

experience and insight. He writes with delightful transparency that makes wisdom easy to find.

This is a book to read and share. If you don’t need ‘unsticking,’ then surely your friends and



family do!” —Charles StockSenior pastor, Life Center, Harrisburg, PAFounder, Clear River

Network“Is there something holding you back? Is there an impossibility in front of you today?

Here’s the way out—the way to be unstuck. Chris DuPré has given you an amazing toolbox of

revelation to set you free from any and every disappointment life could throw at you. With an

amazing flair for communicating, Chris presents truths that will keep you thinking for days after

you have finished reading it. I loved hearing him share so candidly about his life journey—a

journey that hasn’t always been a piece of cake. You should know that once you pick up this

book, it will next to impossible not to finish it. You are going to enjoy getting Unstuck! Thank

you, Chris, for being so real and honest that each one of us can identify with our need to be

unstuck.”—Brian SimmonsStairway MinistriesLead translator, The Passion Translation Project --

This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorOriginally from Upstate New York,

Chris moved to Kansas City to work alongside Mike Bickle in establishing the International

House of Prayer. Chris recently served as Associate Pastor at Grace Center Church in Franklin

TN, and is now an associate pastor of Life Center in Harrisburg, PA. A pastor, teacher, worship

leader, traveling speaker, and spiritual father to many, Chris may be best known for his song

“Dance With Me.” He has produced eight albums and published three books, including The

Wild Heart of God (Whitaker House, 2016) and The Lost Art of Pure Worship with James Goll.

Parents of three daughters and grandparents of four grandchildren, Chris and his wife, Laura,

reside in Harrisburg, PA. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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I dedicate this book to my dad. Thank you for being present and for all of your sacrifices.To my

mom, who instilled all of the values in me that I carry today.To every guest speaker, friend,

board member, and volunteer who has given their time and support to the youth of Precious

Dreams Foundation.To KJ, Zoe, Steele, Sage, Cori, Bronx, London, Romeo, River, and

Andre.Most importantly, I dedicate this book to the best thing that ever happened to me: my

little sister, my star, Miracle (and to her family, for allowing us to continue our sisterhood even

after she went back to live with them).
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Dear ____________,People with capes and magical powers don’t exist in this world. Starting

right now, I want you to forget everything you’ve been shown about dependency and discover

your ability to save yourself. You may have your own way of handling life, but I want you to be

open to trying something new. This is for your benefit, not mine.Next time you wake up from a

nightmare, stay in bed and reflect on what just occurred and how it made you feel. Stay in the

fearful thoughts for a minute and analyze them. What did you see, think, or feel that inspired

the night terror? Going forward, share it. Could you have reacted differently to any of the things

that occurred? Being in a negative headspace is not a bad thing—ignoring it is!When you have

a good dream you want to share it with the world, but when it’s a bad one, you try to block it out

of your memory. Going forward, face it all. I want you to spend time dealing with everything and

sharing the good and the bad. Things that we don’t care for don’t get fixed, and whatever you

cover still exists.Healing processes look different in every scenario, but one thing remains true

in all situations, even with a physical wound—you must tend to it before you can expect it to

heal.This book was written for YOU and all the curious young adults who are looking for an

instruction manual on how to deal with the craziness of the teen years. It’s a set of guidelines

for understanding how to cope with feelings and experiences that aren’t always easy to share.

It will help you master the ability to defeat adversity with or without the help of others; it will

encourage you to speak out against the wrongs in your world and help you protect yourself

from them.Normal is dealing with peer pressure, health issues, bullying, breakups, failure, vile

thoughts, a broken home, unstable friendships, and simply being different. Normal is having to

comfort yourself when everything goes wrong and life sucks. Normal is a choice. As a teen, you

have no way of avoiding what you’re unprepared to face—the challenge lies in how you react to



things that happen to you and whether you choose to heal or deal with them.This book will take

you on a journey of self-care that you can use for the rest of your life. Let’s take the first step

together.

Preface“When I grow up, I just want to be a man. A man who can provide for his family.” Those

thoughts alone are what kept seventeen-year-old Justin focused on his goals when he was

living in an NYC homeless shelter with his mother and sister.Serving as the cofounder and

executive director of Precious Dreams Foundation has provided me with many opportunities to

supply comfort to thousands of at-risk youth like Justin. Along the way, conversations with

participants have left me with eye-opening and sometimes heartbreaking examples of how

truly difficult the journey can be for each unique individual. As a result of my encounters with

underserved youth, I’ve come to believe that the most beautiful, inspiring stories belong to

people who’ve fought the toughest battles and overcome adversity on their own; these are the

admirable humans who envisioned a future unlike their reality and held tight to the possibilities

of tomorrow.This book was inspired by people who understand that where they started is far

from where they will finish and who know that they’re fully capable of achieving greatness.

These people have faced countless forms of adversity and unimaginable hardships. By

listening to their stories, I’ve come to realize how truly important it is to work on yourself in

order to persevere.Their personal traumas motivated me to create a program through Precious

Dreams Foundation entitled “Comfort Drop,” which focuses on providing experiences that

inspire and teach transitional youth how to find comfort within. The program has enabled me to

introduce guest speakers who share personal stories of overcoming obstacles with thousands

of teens in New York, South Florida, Baltimore, and California. Many of the guest speakers are

celebrities or friends of mine; they’re people I cherish, and you’ll find quotes from their

contributions to Precious Dreams Foundation throughout this book. I’ve learned from my

conversations with our unique guest speakers that they all have one thing in common: they

started envisioning their best life during their childhood.I firmly believe that if people learn to

self-comfort at an early age, they’ll have an advantage in achieving contentment. I know many

adults who are still fighting to control the negative thoughts in their heads. Some of these

people experienced trauma in their childhoods and have grown up to repeat the cycle—never

letting go of pain, holding themselves prisoner to bitterness and self-victimization, and not

allowing themselves to heal from their past. The older you get, the harder it becomes to

outgrow unhealthy habits of thinking.I created this book to give young adults a jump-start at

discovering the most important tool needed to face life’s uncertainties: themselves. My hope is

that teens will find inspiration from people who didn’t have many resources but still wrote their

best stories. I hope that those who read these chapters will find the strength they need to

overcome obstacles, persevere, and replace sadness or anger with determination.

OneSelf-Comfort 101“I call it the funk [depression]. I lost my grandma at age nine, my cousin

Terrence one year, and my father died three days before my fifteenth birthday. I don’t think I

ever learned how to cope with it properly, but anxiety and depression all have a way of

creeping up on you. I was in a deep depression for what felt like forever but was actually a few

months. The things that got me out of it were thinking positive, talking to family, reading self-

help books, and exercise. I slowly found myself enjoying things again and then one day I

realized I wasn’t depressed anymore.”—A$AP Ferg, rapper, songwriter, and designerIf an adult

purchased or recommended this book for you, you’re most likely thinking: To self-comfort is to

comfort yourself. Got it. It’s pretty self-explanatory, and I’d rather skip through and read the



quotes. Wait—this book is so much more, and I promise you won’t regret reading it in its

entirety. But you can read it out of order, flip through the pages, or take it from start to finish;

there are no rules here. Take notes, underline areas, or take pictures of quotes and share them

with friends. Use this as a guide and an inspiration to help you help yourself.Learning to

comfort yourself is not just a survival tactic; it promotes a healthier way to live. At some point,

almost every adult will consciously make an effort to find inner peace and learn how to self-

soothe. This self-preservation goes beyond simply overcoming stress—it’s a state of mind.

Most adults would say their journey to self-care and self-awareness began in their mid to late

twenties and is something they still struggle with. I know I still do. It was only through

experience that I learned life goes on, things get better, sometimes I’ll only have myself to

depend on, and that’s okay.This book not only gives you an advantage in life but also provides

the tools for self-comfort when they’re most beneficial: your teenage years. Let’s start with the

basics.#SelfComfortWhat Is Self-Comfort?Self-comfort is the ability to calm oneself when

dealing with stressful situations, frustrations, or sadness. It is how you successfully face and

work through problems on your own. It is honoring needs that lead to helpful outcomes. Having

the ability to self-comfort does not mean you don’t need help from others. However, it’s a

liberating way to self-sufficiently build resilience so you can bounce back from hard times and

avoid making situations worse.Self-comforters (yes, I made that word up) are like superheroes:

they’re unstoppable, they’re unbreakable, and they understand that being “unbothered” is really

just dealing with being bothered in a healthy way. Self-comforters realize that they don’t need to

be saved by anybody else because they are their own solution.Once you learn how to self-

comfort, there’s absolutely nothing you can’t overcome, no matter where you live, who your

family is, what you lack, or how difficult your situation may be. The first step to self-comfort is

believing that you can and discovering your mental strength.How would you rate your mental

strength in this present moment on a scale of 1–5?I feel weak most daysI’m survivingI know

what’s best for me, although I don’t always follow my own adviceI’m strong enoughI’m fully

aware of myself and my needs, and my priority is to remain in good healthWe all practice self-

soothing techniques on a regular basis without realizing it. You may not be a master, but here

are a couple examples of how you’re already ahead in the self-comforting game:Have you ever

realized, when you stub your toe or bump your head, you grab tightly onto the place of pain

and rub or squeeze it until it feels better? You don’t wait for someone else to rub it before you

unconsciously try to comfort yourself. (Plus, that would be pretty weird . . . having someone

else rub your toe.)When faced with an intolerable situation, you might find an empty room to

release your angst or create distance to be alone with your thoughts. Choosing an environment

that doesn’t fuel your frustrations is the first step in calming yourself down.Mastering the ability

to self-comfort might feel like one of the hardest things to do because we’re surrounded by

forms of dependency in our relationships, government, and living environments. We’re taught

to “cry on a shoulder,” but tears naturally fall on our own faces, and there’s nothing wrong with

them landing there. It may feel more comforting to cry to others, but it should never feel bad to

cry alone. We’re taught to look outward for answers when we fall short. Looking outward to

people who have your best interest in mind isn’t a bad thing, but relying on them to always be

there is.Many difficult situations would benefit from the use of self-comforting techniques. At

your age, your stress may stem from any of the following:Pressure to perform well in

schoolSelf-imageDealing with sexual feelingsRelationship dramaFamily issuesPeer

pressureFinancial concernsBeing unsure of your futureWorrying about the safety of loved

onesFeeling like you don’t have control over your lifeParental expectationsBeing

misunderstoodCyberbullyingLearning healthy ways to cope with these issues has copious



benefits. Self-comforting encourages problem-solving rather than avoidance and provides

strategies to live a more fruitful life. Since you’re here, gift yourself the happiness you

deserve.People who are depressed often use less skillful approaches to solving their problems

than those who self-comfort. They might end up attaching themselves to others, avoiding the

issues, or overindulging in unhealthy activities, food, drugs, or alcohol. Sometimes these things

feel like fun distractions, but they can end up creating bigger issues. If you know something is

bad for you but do it anyway, you’re ignoring the root of the problem.The original mission of my

nonprofit, Precious Dreams Foundation, was to provide bags filled with bedside comfort items

such as pajamas, plush toys, journals, books, blankets, stress balls, and other miscellaneous

tools that enable kids to relax, rest peacefully, and forget about their worries. These simple

items provide a sense of security and self-confidence and can be used as an outlet or

distraction to pull attention away from negative thoughts. Healthy comfort items interfere with

the mind’s desire to be reactive to whatever is throwing it off balance, and incorporating them

at a young age is helpful.People use different methods to help themselves cope, but even

adults use comfort items. In a 2012 poll, Travelodge discovered that 35 percent of adults in

Britain still sleep with teddy bears or comparable plush items. Another popular comfort tool is a

book—focusing on the words of a good novel helps to clear your mind. According to a study

conducted by the University of Sussex in the United Kingdom, reading for just six minutes can

reduce your stress levels by as much as 68 percent.When you’re acting alone but using a

positive tool, it is still considered self-comfort. Take pride in your comfort tools, enjoy them, and

keep them safe. However, never become completely attached to or overly reliant on these

objects. Comfort items get lost or stolen every day—I know I’ve had to deal with a lost bear or

two. It can feel like a real tragedy, but if you lose a comfort item, don’t panic. Trust me, you’ll

find another.What gives you comfort and why? (It could be a person, place, or thing.)How

would you feel if the thing that gives you comfort were taken away? Can you comfort yourself

without it?Do you have any unhealthy habits for feeling good?What natural skill do you have

that assists you in finding comfort during hard times? For example: an artistic skill can help

take your mind off of your current situation. Dancing helps me self-comfort.Once you can

identify positive strategies and comfort tools, you gain confidence in your ability to deal with

discomfort.Chapter 1 Remedies and TakeawaysSelf-comfort saves lives.As a teen, you are

living in either the best or the worst time of your life. The experiences, whether good or bad, will

all pass, so enjoy them or be patient with them.Honor your needs that lead to healthy

outcomes.In order to identify the best way to self-comfort, recognize the positive options you

currently have or depend on for solace.It’s unhealthy to completely rely on a comfort option that

can be taken away.Begin to recognize how you can comfort yourself without the help of others.

TwoPerfect Family, Anyone?I was thankful for my mom, but wondered why I had to be adopted.

Why I couldn’t just be raised by the mother who birthed me like everyone else? I was born

during a civil war in El Salvador, to my birth mother, who wasn’t able to care for me, and I was

raised by my most wonderful mother who adopted me when I was a baby. It took me a long

time to speak those words out loud, and even longer to truly accept who I am, my multiple

identities that don’t fit into a box. But the truth is, there is no blueprint for normal, or family.—

Sadye Campoamor, director of community affairs, NYCDOEI’ve always had a rebellious yet

ethical style. At age six, my parents’ relationship had been on and off for, well, most of my life.

My mom and dad were always fighting over infidelity and typical parental disagreements, even

though I remember my mother trying to hide her sadness behind smiles of admiration for my

brother and me. My parents had a really bad argument one night, and I became a witness to



domestic violence for the first time in my life. Violence was never a topic in our home, but I

instinctively knew it was wrong. Immediately following the physical encounter, my mother left

our home, only to find herself coming back and sleeping on the floor of my room at night.At age

six, sharing a room with my mother was the best sleepover I could ask for, but I knew she was

sleeping there because she and my father were not getting along. I didn’t understand why my

mother preferred to sleep in the house, but selfishly, I appreciated the time we shared. We

stayed up late having girl talk, and she let me play with her hair. I loved every second of it, but

my feelings of excitement over our sleeping arrangements were short-lived. I sensed that my

mother was trying to mask her pain, and I wanted to help her help herself.I remember telling

her that she should leave because I wanted her to be happy. I didn’t really want my mother to

move out of the house, but I loved her deeply and could feel her pain every time I looked into

her eyes. I felt everything my mother felt, and as much as I wanted both parents in my home, I

didn’t think it was fair for them to suffer and sacrifice their happiness for mine. As an adult, I

now see that parents sacrificing their happiness for the sake of their children is common in

many households . . . and sometimes the kids grow up having no idea.Shortly after our

conversation, my mother left. I felt lost. I was embarrassed and didn’t want any of my peers to

know I was a victim of a broken family. Dealing with my own emotions on top of the new

changes to our household routine was difficult, but missing my mother was the hardest part. I

was struggling to deal with her absence in my own head, and I had difficulty articulating my

inner turmoil to others.#DivorceHasNothingToDoWithTheKidsTo cope, I focused on the idea

that my mother could start a new journey and be happy. It seemed unfair to me, but I had to

remember she was not only my mother but also a person who deserved a happy life. I also

knew that just because I didn’t live with my mother didn’t mean I didn’t have one. When I found

myself focusing on the negative aspects of the situation or dwelling on the drastic change their

separation meant for my brother and me, I would remember how much better off my parents

were apart. I focused on making my new life work for me. It was my way of comforting myself.I

owe a lot of my strength to my mother and to the fact that I grew up with a single dad and a big

brother. The absence of my mother in our home caused my father to battle depression,

although he would never admit it and was never diagnosed. It might’ve been the hardest thing

he ever had to deal with.The only sound on any given day in our home was music. My father

and I didn’t communicate much. Although I tried, I was often shushed away. I remember

coming home from school sometimes, saying, “Hi, Dad,” and getting no response or reaction. It

was as if I were living with a ghost. I cried so many days because of how much I hated my

living situation. My father was miserable because of the separation, and he subconsciously

took it out on us.Parents aren’t perfect.They are people.I also didn’t have a great relationship

with my older brother, Wally. I think it had a lot to do with our astrological sign differences, but

he’d say it’s because I’m hardheaded. He was always bossing me around and never let me

within ten feet of the fun or his friends. Our personalities were both very strong—everything I

said or did seemed to annoy him. I was told that siblings were supposed to look out for one

another, but my brother had his own things to worry about.I always wished for another sibling,

but I didn’t get one until I was in my twenties. (Reflecting, I’d say my foster sister was totally

worth the wait! Now she’s a teenager and my best friend.)My brother was so consumed with

his hobbies that he didn’t have time to entertain his kid sister. Wally stayed in his room with the

door closed, and my father was usually fixing something while blasting music. To keep myself

busy, I developed an obsession with entertaining myself in front of the mirror, singing and

dancing along to the distant sound of my father’s music when nobody could see or hear me.

Subconsciously, I was becoming a loner.I felt invisible most days, but the lack of attention I



received forced me to see myself more deeply.Though it’s healthy to develop an understanding

of yourself, it’s not healthy to shut yourself off from others completely. We all have a profound

yearning to be loved, and I believe we can often find that love in our families, despite our

differences. Home is where we’re taught to love, even if it isn’t always easy. You’re born into this

world with relatives you cannot choose, incompatible siblings, or family members that have

different opinions, values, and personalities. Sharing experiences with people that have

opposing opinions will teach you the greatest lessons of love.A healthy family environment

provides: inclusion, food, shelter, respect, esteem, recreation, understanding, and

love.Dysfunctional Family, Anyone?Kids accept the fact that people aren’t perfect, yet they

expect their family members to be.No matter how much we’d like a perfect family, there really is

no such thing. Typical dysfunction can even be found in the homes of children living with both

their parents. Every family has its issues, and at some point the relationships between each

individual will be tested. Some children fail to realize how blessed they are just to simply have a

guardian who plays an active role in their lives. According to the US Census Bureau, in 2016,

69 percent of people under eighteen lived with two married parents, leaving the rest of the

population to be raised by single parents or relatives.Home should be a safe place, but

unfortunately that’s not always the case. Teens are often too embarrassed to tell others that

they’re living in a dysfunctional family environment. When your biggest headaches and pains

come from those closest to you, you might feel like you have no escape in the world. This is

frustrating, but it’s not your fault. Use your comfort tools to keep your cool and protect your

peace, but also be sure to listen to your gut and recognize if anything really wrong is

happening.
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Angie NYC, “Must-read guide for teens and those that work with teens. Everything a Band-Aid

Can't Fix is an exceptional read. I found it very relatable to teens and even adults. As a

guidance counselor, I've read many self-help books. Everything a Band-Aid Can't Fix stands

out on its own. I know author, Nicole Russell, through a mutual friend and purchased the book

to show support. After reading it, I was really moved and wanted to share it with my school

community.At my school, I co-facilitate the Sisterhood group, a young women's empowerment

group. Nicole came to the school for an author visit just for the Sisterhood. The young women,

grades 9-12, were captivated by Nicole. She shared excerpts of the book, and also shared

personal stories of what led her to include various topics within the book. The girls were

already interested in the book, but hearing Nicole's testament added even more depth to the

book. We purchased the book for all the girls in our Sisterhood. It was meant to be a class copy

on loan, but the majority of girls asked if they could keep the book as their own. It has journal

activities in which you can write on the pages, making the book very personal. The fact that the

girls wanted to keep the books and take time to do the writing prompts speaks volumes of how

special this book is.In our school we have numerous author visits throughout the year. My

principal was especially interested in this book and invited Nicole to speak to a room full of

educators we were hosting from across the district. We were all impressed by Nicole's book,

as well as everything she is doing for youth within the community. Her work with youth in foster

care through her Precious Dreams foundation is especially inspiring. Nicole is doing real hands-

on work throughout New York City. This book is not fluff, it is backed by many true life accounts,

grit, self-acceptance, self-love, and shares so much wisdom about overcoming obstacles.The

book's title and front cover are very pleasing to the eye. I have a few copies on the bookshelf in

my office. Last year, a student who I have been trying to engage in counseling for awhile, saw

the book and pulled it off the shelf. She paged through it and asked if she could borrow it. A

few days later she came to my office and said she was reading it and asked if she could keep it

longer. Of course! A student who was not ready to speak to a counselor was open to reading

this book and found it relatable and engaging. Like I said, this is an exceptional book. Our

school community has really enjoyed the book. I'm so glad we had the opportunity to spend

time with Nicole, the genuine author behind the book. I definitely recommend this book for

anyone that works with teens or has young adults in their lives. Get the paperback version to

do the activities!”

Kim Nunes, “A read not only for teenagers.. I was told about Everything a Band-Aid Can't Fix: A

Teen's Guide to Healing and Dealing with Life by a friend of the author. I preordered it out of

support for her and Precious Dreams. I read it and enjoyed ever page with intention to passing

it on to my goddaughter who is in high school. I cant wait to share it with her and telling some

others about it too. As I read it I said heck some adults need to read this especially when it

some to the social media part and plenty others chapters. It was able to relate to the book in

my 30s, so I'm sure others will too. There are exercises within Everything a Band-Aid Can't

Fix: A Teen's Guide to Healing and Dealing with Life that can be completed in the book as

well.  No need to stop to go grab a journal.”

Megan, “Great for Teens. I am a behavioral therapist and loved this book. After tagging many



pages, I gifted this book to a sixth grade student that was leaving our school to attend middle

school. She was nervous, abrasive, and living a hard life at home. I felt the need to give her this

story to assist with some of these emotions she was having and thank the author(s) for helping

me assist her in this transition.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great resource to spark conversation!. I work at an alternative charter

high school and we have been using this book as curriculum for a class on mental health and

well being. IT HAS BEEN AMAZING! Everyday we have more students join the class. The

content is so relevant and relatable, it is a perfect tool to get difficult conversations started.”

Shannon D., “Not just for teens. As a grown up now looking back on my troubled teen years, I

couldn’t help but wish I had this book to comfort and guide me. But after reading it front to back

several times - I realize that it’s actually helping me make sense of a lot of it even now. But

even more valuable, are the many healthy and realistic coping mechanisms that are easy for

teens and adults alike to apply to their respective lives. I highly recommend this book for “kids”

of all ages”

Hoggs, “Nicole is Heaven Sent!. To know Nicole, is to know a living angel! In this book she

provides much needed resources for teens struggling with life problems! Many of us have ran

to our journal during a crisis, but to see Nicole's compassionate words along with steps of

addressing many of the challenges of growing up, makes this book a must have gem for any

teen!”

Christina, “The most amazing beat book out right now this is a MUST READ. This book is 10

stars the author Nicole Russell is amazing loving and caring and this book isn’t just for

teenagers it’s for adults to an amazing read I reccomend everyone read this book it will change

your life”

The book by Nicole Russell has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 193 people have provided feedback.
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